
1. Hydrostatics. The force acting on a surface immersed in water is due
to pressure. The total momentum in a body of water with region Ω
is
´

Ω ρ v dx. If the water is at rest, then this is zero, and stays at zero.
So the total force acting on the body of water is F =

´
∂Ω−p n dS +´

Ω ρg(−e3) dx where e3 is the upward pointing unit vector, and p(x)
is the pressure at x. So for any constant vector c,

c · F =

ˆ
∂Ω
−c · p n dS +

ˆ
Ω

c · ρg(−e3) dx.

Use the divergence theorem and div(uw) = ∇u ·w + u div(w) with
F = 0 to show that ∇p = −ρge3 for still water. Under what condi-
tions will a body in water rise or sink?

2. Ice freezing. When the temperature goes below the freezing point of
water, the ice on the surface of a pond or lake will start to freeze.
Since water transfers heat much faster than ice (since water can con-
vect heat), the rate if heat transfer is limited by the thickness of the
ice.
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In the ice we have the conservation law
d
dt

ˆ
Ω

ρ c T dx =

ˆ
∂Ω

D∇T · n dS

where ρ is the density, c is the specific heat of ice (heat per unit mass
per degree of temperature), T is the temperature, and D is the heat
conduction (or diffusion) constant. Derive the equation

∂

∂t
(ρ c T) = div(D∇T).
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Assuming ρ, c, D are constants show that

ρc
∂T
∂t

= D∇2T.

Assuming that the ice thickness grows so slowly that we can treat
T(t, z) as being in a steady state: T(t, z) = T(z). Solve the equation
for T(z) with the boundary conditions T(0) = T0 and T(w) = T1.

From this solution compute the heat flux −D∇T. This heat flux will
melt a certain amount of ice per unit time: dw/dt is proportional to
the heat flux, which in turn depends on w. What kind of differential
equation do you get for w(t)? If one inch thickness of ice freezes in
one hour, how long would it take to have four inches thickness of ice
(the recommended amount for walking on it)?

3. The atmosphere. We need a relationship between pressure p and den-
sity ρ. For an ideal gas this is given by pV = nRT where V is
the volume, n is the number of moles fo the gas, T is the abso-
lute temperature, and R is the universal gas constant. Given that
one mole of air has mass m0, show that p = ρRT/m0. Assuming
that the temperature T is constant in our atmosphere, find differen-
tial equations for ρ(x, y, z), and solve them. Use these to estimate
p(Denver)/p(Iowa City), and p(peak of Mt Everest)/p(sea level).

As we know, T is not constant throughout the atmosphere. Look up
data about the variation of the temperature in the atmosphere from
sea level to 10 km up. How much of a variation does this imply for
the pressure at 10 km up? The important point here is to estimate the
errors due to modeling errors.

Even taking these errors into account, what does this say about hu-
man’s capacity to tolerate changes in air pressure and density?

4. Firearms. A gun operates by detonating the propellant (an explosive,
originally gunpowder, but now other faster burning materials are
used). The propellant burns releasing hot gases that expand pushing
the bullet out of the cartridge and out along the barrel.
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Let m be the mass of the bullet, M the mass of the gun. When the bul-
let leaves the barrel it is moving at muzzle velocity vmuz. The center
of mass is taken to be distance d below the center line for the barrel.
Let J be the moment of inertia about the horizontal transverse axis
through the center of mass (perpendicular to the plane of the above
diagram). We will try to estimate the change in the angle of the gun
due to recoil. We will assume that between the time when the trig-
ger is pulled and the bullet leaves the barrel, that the hand holding
the gun is not able to apply significant torque to keep the gun from
rotating.

The integral of the torque applied to the gun over this time interval
is the negative of the integral of the force applied to the bullet (which
is the change in momentum of the bullet) times d. That is, J ∆ω =
mvmuzd. Estimate the time needed for the bullet to leave the barrel
starting from rest assuming a constant acceleration, which means a
constant force on the bullet. Assume that the average angular veloc-
ity is 1

2 ∆ω for this time interval. From this, estimate the change in
the angle of the gun between the time the trigger is pulled and the
time the bullet leaves the barrel. For the Glock 22, use L = 114 mm,
d ≈ 25 mm, J = M r2 where r ≈ 100 mm, M = 650 g, m ≈ 10 g, and
the muzzle velocity is vmuz ≈ 340 m s−1.
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